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Welcome
Welcome to our 2017 holidays and short breaks

brochure. This year we have tours to all four countries of

the British Isles, staying just outside Aberdeen in

Scotland, in Killarney in Ireland, visiting the Gower

Peninsula in Wales & various destinations in England,

including the Isle of Man. We have two trips to the ever

popular Royal York & Faulkner Hotel in Sidmouth: one

in March, the other in June. At Easter we visit Rutland,

England’s smallest county, with visits to Barnsdale

Gardens and Oakham Castle. We take a trip to Lyon by

train, travelling from Ebbsfleet on the Eurostar, then on

the TGV from Lille. We are again working with

Fred.Olsen cruises, this time offering a “Wonders of

Iceland” cruise on board Black Watch, sailing from Dover

& have a Three Countries Christmas Markets Tour. Last,

but not least, we return to Thursford for their Christmas

Spectacular. We look forward to welcoming you on

board in 2017.

Skinners of Oxted are members of the Bonded Coach Holiday Group of the Confederation Of Passenger Transport UK Ltd.
This is a government approved consumer protection scheme. This ensures that in relation to the coach package holidays
described in this brochure (or website) that the clients’ monies are protected by a Bond which may be called upon in the
unlikely event of the Member’s Insolvency. Clients are recommended to inspect the current membership certificate at our
registered office or alternatively go to www.bch-uk.org or telephone 0207 240 3131 to confirm current membership. Your
attention is also drawn to the Bonded Coach Holiday Group Trading Charter that will apply to these coach package
holidays. October 2016

4 8 12 16 20 32 36 40 44 48 53

3 7 11 15 19 31 35 39 43 47 52

2 6 10 14 18 22 26 30 34 38 42 46 50

1 5 9 13 17 21 25 29 33 37 41 45 49

We Reserve the right to use a coach with a different seating arrangement.
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Shepton Mallet Antiques  
10th to 12th March

For this antiques and bargain hunters weekend, we will be making stops at various antique
dealers as we make our way to and from our Bristol hotel on Friday and Sunday, with
Saturday devoted to visiting one of the biggest antique fairs in the West Country, the
Shepton Mallet Antiques and Collector’s Fair, at the Royal Bath & West Showground. 

HILTON HOTEL
Bristol

The hotel has a heated indoor pool, sauna and spa
pool.

Friday 10 March Departing Oxted, we drive to
Yarnton Antiques, near Oxford. Based in Yarnton
Nurseries, there are about 50 dealers specialising in
furniture, books, silver, china, brass, jewellery, lighting,
decorative items and collectables. We then make our
way to Brackley Antique Cellar near Banbury, the
largest purpose-built antique centre in the Midlands.
Opened by David Dickenson in 2000, it boasts over
30,000 sq ft of floor space, with more than 160

Telephone: (01883)7136334

£245.00 PER PERSON
Single Room Supp: £40.00

Entry to antique fairs not included

What’s Included
✔ 2 nights Dinner, Bed & Breakfast 

✔ All bedrooms are en suite with TV, 

telephone & hospitality tray. 
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dealers, selling high quality furniture, china, gold and
silver jewellery, militaria, kitchenalia and much more.
On leaving Brackley, we make a short stop at Station
Mill Antiques in Chipping Norton, a bargain hunters
paradise for ‘kitchenalia’ and less expensive
collectables from 80 different dealers, before
continuing on to our Bristol hotel, arriving early
evening.

Saturday 11 March This morning we head south to
the Shepton Mallet Antiques and Collector’s Fair, held
at the Royal Bath and West showground. The fair is
housed in four halls, with over 30 shopping booths,
with up to 600 stands, with everything from paintings
and antique furniture to vintage teddies, restoration
products and luxury leather luggage. This fair has gone
from strength to strength and gets bigger and better
with each event. Departing mid afternoon, we make
our way back to our hotel.

Sunday 12 March After breakfast, we shall visit Felix
Fairs, a lovely local event held in a sports hall just a
short distance from our hotel. There are up to 60
stalls, where dealers offer a large display of clocks and
coins, books and jewellery, pottery and porcelain.
Items range from antique to modern, second-hand to
new. After tracking down those early Sunday morning
bargains we move on to the Malt House Emporium,
Stroud. Housed over two floors within a beautiful
Victorian Maltings, there are over 100 dealers, with
constantly changing and unique stock. We continue
our homeward journey, perhaps seeking out other
local fairs not yet advertised, arriving back in Oxted
early evening.



Springtime in Sidmouth 
24th to 28th March   

A spring break in one of our most popular destinations, staying at the Royal York &
Faulkner Hotel situated on the seafront in the enchanting South Devon coastal town of
Sidmouth, where the River Sid trickles down to the sea between cliffs of warm pink rock.
For hundreds of years Sidmouth was a tiny fishing village then, in the 19th century, it was
transformed into the smart seaside resort we see today, complete with its charming
Regency villas and Victorian cottages. 

What’s Included
✔ 4 nights Dinner, Bed & Breakfast with

✔ Afternoon Tea on arrival

✔ All bedrooms are en-suite with TV, 

telephone, WiFi & hospitality tray. 

✔ Time to explore Winchester, Seaton, 

Colyton, Sidmouth, Exmouth & Shaftesbury

✔ Entry to Bicton Park Botanical Gardens

✔ Visit to Donkey Sanctuary

✔ Ride on Seaton-Colyton Tramway

ROYAL YORK & FAULKNER HOTEL 
Sidmouth

This magnificent Regency building, dating from
1810 enjoys an unrivalled position at the centre of
Sidmouth’s elegant Esplanade, adjacent to the
picturesque town centre. Owned and personally
run by the Hook family, resident proprietors for
three generations, the hotel has earned a long
standing reputation for hospitality and service. 

Telephone: (01883)7136336

£450.00 PER PERSON
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Friday 24 March Departing from Oxted at 9.00am
we make our way to Winchester, where we shall have
time to explore and find an early lunch before
continuing on to Sidmouth, making a brief stop in
Lyme Regis before arriving late afternoon at the Royal
York & Faulkner Hotel, where we shall be greeted with
afternoon tea.

Saturday 25 March After breakfast we make our way
to Bicton Park Botanical Gardens, home to many rare
plants with origins from all parts of the world
including one of the finest collection of trees in
Britain. Here we shall be at leisure to explore the 63-
acre park with a 25 minute ride on the Bicton
Woodland Railway through the majestic trees in the
Pinetum to the Hermitage at the far end of the
gardens before returning alongside the lake. Visit the
glasshouses, the Italian Garden, the Shell House or
take a trip down memory lane at the Countryside

Museum and see many restored artefacts and
machinery of rural life from days gone by. Early
afternoon we continue on to Exmouth, where we shall
have some time to explore before returning to
Sidmouth.

Sunday 26 March  We start the day with a visit to the
donkey Sanctuary, where we shall have time to find
morning coffee and meet some of the 500 donkeys
there. We then make our way to Seaton, giving time to
find lunch before our early afternoon return tram ride
to Colyton. Here we shall have time to find afternoon
tea before the return journey to Seaton through two
nature reserves alongside the Axe estuary. 

Monday 27 March Day at leisure in the resort of
Sidmouth, noted for its long, flat promenade and
unhurried way of life that adds to the charm of this
elegant Regency resort. 

Tuesday 28 March Leaving the Hotel after breakfast
we make our way to Shaftesbury, where we shall have
some time to explore and find lunch before continuing
our journey homewards, arriving early evening.



Rutland and Beyond at Easter   
14th to 17th April

This tour includes a visit to Rutland, the smallest county in the UK, and home to some
beautiful scenery, together with the spectacular Barnsdale Gardens created by Britain’s
best loved television gardener, Geoff Hamilton. We also offer a chance to visit the market
town of Melton Mowbray to sample some of the famous pork pies and Stilton cheese

What’s Included
✔ 3 nights Dinner, Bed & Breakfast

✔ All bedrooms are en-suite with TV,

telephone, WiFi & hospitality tray. 

✔ Time to explore Cambridge, Melton 

Mowbray & Stamford

✔ Cruise on Rutland Water

✔ Entry to Barnsdale Gardens 

✔ Guided tour of Oakham Castle

✔ Entry to Burghley House

RAMADA RESORT  
Grantham

This charming rustic hotel set in the beautiful
countryside of Grantham has comfortably
furnished and tastefully decorated rooms, an
atmospheric restaurant, traditional bar and
contemporary lounge. The hotel has an indoor 15M
heated swimming pool, sauna, steam room &
Jacuzzi spa. 

Good Friday 14 April Departing Oxted 9.00am, we
make our way to the university city of Cambridge,
giving time to explore and find lunch. Mid afternoon

Telephone: (01883)7136338

£359.00 PER PERSON
Single Room Supp: £45.00
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1985 by TV gardener Geoff Hamilton for the BBC’s
“Gardeners World” programme. With thirty-eight
individual gardens set in eight acres, there is plenty to
see and do, whether you’re a keen gardener or just an
armchair amateur! The inspiring variety of garden
styles and planting schemes has been previously
described as ‘a theme park for gardeners’: each offers
practical concepts to use at home, as well as
botanically labelled plants – ideal for taking notes.
There will be time to enjoy lunch in the tea rooms and
visit the nursery, before we make the short journey to
Oakham Castle where we shall have a guided tour.
More a Great Hall than a castle, it is perhaps the finest
example of Norman domestic architecture in the
country and is famous for its collection of enormous
commemorative Horseshoes donated by Peers of the
Realm. Following our visit we return to our hotel with
time to relax before dinner.

Easter Monday 17 April Departing after breakfast we
make our way to Stamford, where we shall have some
time to explore before the short journey to Burghley
House, the largest and grandest house of the first
Elizabethan Age. Designed and built by William Cecil,
Lord High Treasurer of England, between 1555 and
1587, the House is still home to his descendants. Here
we shall enjoy a self-guided tour of the 18 State
Rooms and enjoy the wonderful history of the House,
family and its impressive collection. Around the house
are 1,400 acres of parkland (landscaped by ‘Capability’
Brown), the beautiful ‘Gardens of Surprise’, a deer park
and sculpture garden. Early afternoon we take our
leave of Burghley and make our way homewards,
arriving back in Oxted early evening.

we continue our journey northwards to our hotel near
Grantham.

Saturday 15 April This morning we drive to Melton
Mowbray, well known for its pork pies and Stilton
cheese, where we shall have time to browse the shops
and find lunch. Early afternoon we make our way to
Rutland Water for a relaxing cruise aboard the
“Rutland Belle”. During our 45-minute cruise we have
a chance to enjoy the sights of Rutland Water whilst
listening to a commentary highlighting the main
points of interest and gives a chance to view Rutland’s
most famous landmark, Normanton Church. Following
our cruise we shall have some time to maybe visit the
café or just enjoy the views across the reservoir before
returning to our hotel. 

Easter Sunday 16 April After a leisurely breakfast, we
travel to Barnsdale Gardens, the gardens created in



Isle of Man  
11th to 16th May

In the heart of the Irish Sea off the north west coast of England lies the Isle of Man, a
unique self-governing kingdom with its own parliament, renowned for its relaxed pace
of life. Our holiday base is the resort of Douglas, the capital of the island. A lively town
with a magnificent bay and promenade, colourful gardens, plus the award winning Manx
museum.

What’s Included
✔ 5 nights Dinner, Bed & Breakfast

✔ All rooms are en-suite with TV, telephone,

WiFi, hairdryer & hospitality tray

✔ Full day guided tour of the south part of the

island

✔ Ride on Isle of Man Steam Railway

✔ Entry to Milntown House

✔ Entry to Laxey Wheel & Mines

✔ Ride on the Snaefell Mountain Railway

✔ Time to explore Douglas

EMPRESS HOTEL
Douglas

The hotel commands a prime location on the
Victorian Promenade, overlooking Douglas Bay and
a short walk from the town centre. The hotel has a
sauna & steam room.

Thursday 11 May Departing Oxted we make our way
to Heysham where we board the Steam Packet ferry
for an afternoon sailing to Douglas on the Isle of Man.
On arrival we make the short journey along the
promenade to the Empress Hotel where we stay for
the next five nights. 

Telephone: (01883)71363310

£660.00 PER PERSON
Single Room Supp: £50.00
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Friday 12 May After breakfast we are joined by a
guide who will take us on a tour of the southern part
of the island, making lunch and comfort stops. We
return to Douglas from Port Erin by steam train. 

Saturday 13 May This morning we make our way to
Milntown House, the former family home of the
Christian family who lived in the imposing building
from the early 16th century. The house and grounds
were left in trust by the last owner of the estate, Sir
Clive Edwards, with the express wish that they be
made available to the public. Here we shall be free to
look round the house, which has a collection of books
and magazines associated with motor racing as well as
paintings, ceramics and silverware. The 15 acres of
gardens are also well worth a visit, with herbaceous
borders, woodland walks, the mill pond, and the
kitchen garden, which provides traditional, heritage
and modern varieties of vegetables, herbs and flowers

for the cafe. Early afternoon we shall make our way
back to Douglas via the northern end of the island.

Sunday 14 May After breakfast we visit Laxey, an
historic mining village, where set high on the hillside
looking out over the village is the ‘Lady Isabella’, the
largest working water wheel in the world and perhaps
the island’s best known landmark. If you wish you can
climb the steep spiral staircase to the viewing platform
above the wheel, walk the picturesque trails and even
enter a section of the mine. Early afternoon we take a
journey on the century old mountain railway for a
breath-taking, but gentle ride to the summit of the
Island’s highest mountain, Snaefell where we can
enjoy the magnificent view of the six kingdoms –
Mann, England, Ireland, Scotland, Wales and Heaven.
We return to Douglas via the coast road.

Monday 15 May Enjoy a relaxing day in the grand
Victorian resort of Douglas, the Island’s lively capital,
set in a wide bay with a sweeping promenade. Take in
the sea views from the Victorian promenade or visit
the excellent Manx Museum for a journey through the
island’s history. Its beautiful sea front is lined with
picturesque buildings, and the high street is filled with
familiar names as well as many locally owned stores. 

Tuesday 16 May After breakfast we board our ferry 
for the return crossing to Heysham and then continue
our journey home to Oxted, arriving early evening.



Lyon by Train  
19th to 22nd May 

Lyon, capital of the Rhône-Alpes region is situated at the confluence of the Rivers Rhône
and Saône. The old city is classed as a UNESCO World Heritage Site, with plenty of places
to see and visit. Known as the gastronomic capital of France, it is a city with a huge
selection of good restaurants and, being located between the vineyards of Beaujolais and
Burgundy to the north, and Côtes du Rhône to the south, Lyon is also a city where there
are plenty of local wines to be sampled. As a city break destination, Lyon has plenty to
offer…

What’s Included
✔ 3 nights Dinner, Bed & Breakfast

✔ All bedrooms are en-suite with TV, 

telephone & hairdryer. 

✔ Return train travel from Ebbsfleet to Lyon

✔ Time to explore Lyon 

✔ 2-day Lyon City Card 

IBIS LYON GARE LA PART DIEU
HOTEL
The hotel is near the TGV train station and 5
minutes from the 233 stores of La Part Dieu mall.
The hotel has a patio and free WiFi. 

Friday 19 May Departing Oxted we make our way to
Ebbsfleet and our Eurostar train to Lille, where we shall
have approximately 1½ hours in which to find some
lunch or possibly to nip into the shopping centre next
to the station. We then board our TGV train to Lyon,
France’s second city, arriving late afternoon and make
the short walk to our hotel (500 metres).

Telephone: (01883)71363312

£525.00 PER PERSON
Single Room Supp: £85.00
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Saturday 20 May & Sunday 21st May  Two days to
explore this delightful city. 
The Lyon City Card gives us unlimited access to public
transport: Metro, tram, bus and funicular, so getting
around the city is very easy. The card also gives free
entry to 22 museums, discounts in some stores and a
guided river cruise. The Card also entitles you to a
guided walking tour of the town, but this must be pre-
booked.

Vieux-Lyon, the oldest part of the town on the banks
of the Saône, provides a wealth of history to discover.
Seek out the ‘traboules’, the city’s famous covered
passageways. Between courtyards and through
buildings, these secret alleyways and staircases once
connected residents to the river and provided safe and
efficient passage for silk workers to get their wares to
and from market unmarred. In many of these
traboules you will find hidden architectural treasures
such as inner courtyards, galleries ‘à l’italienne’ and
dizzying spiral staircases. The publicly accessible 

traboules are clearly marked with a small identifying
seal. 

Take the funicular up Fourviere hill (one of two big hills
of Lyon) in the Old Lyon district and visit the Basilica
of Notre-Dame de Fourviere – the symbol of Lyon.
From the terrace alongside, there is an unrestricted
view of Lyon.

Take a guided cruise along the Rhône and Saône rivers,
discovering the city from a different perspective and
see the new modern Lyon, including the Musée des
Confluences, the new science and anthropology
museum. Also not to be missed are the Saint-Jean
Cathedral, the stunning Place des Terreaux and the
traditional ‘bouchon’ restaurants

Monday 22 May After breakfast we make our way to
the station for our TGV train to Lille, where we again
have some time before our Eurostar train to Ebbsfleet.
At Ebbsfleet we board the coach which will return us
to Oxted.



Sidmouth  
14th to 18th June

The picturesque town of Sidmouth on the south Devon Coast, is charming and unspoilt
and a sanctuary from the excesses of modern day tourism. Famed for its wealth of fine
architecture, the town centre offers an excellent range of individual shops and is a
pleasure to browse. 

What’s Included
✔ 4 nights Dinner, Bed & Breakfast 

✔ Afternoon Tea on arrival

✔ All bedrooms are en-suite with TV,

telephone, WiFi & hospitality tray. 

✔ Time to explore Lyndhurst, Sidmouth, 

Totnes & Exmouth 

✔ Ride on South Devon Railway

✔ Boat ride along Jurassic Coast with 

sandwich lunch

✔ Entry to Stourhead House & Gardens

ROYAL YORK & FAULKNER HOTEL
Sidmouth

This magnificent Regency building, dating from
1810 enjoys an unrivalled position at the centre of
Sidmouth’s elegant Esplanade, adjacent to the
picturesque town centre. Owned and personally
run by the Hook family, resident proprietors for
three generations, the hotel has earned a long
standing reputation for hospitality and service. 

Wednesday 14 June Departing from Oxted at
9.00am we make our way to Lyndhurst, known as the

Telephone: (01883)71363314

£549.00 PER PERSON
(Nat Trust members less

£13.60, but must bring card)
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capital of the New Forest, where we shall have time to
find lunch and explore. Early afternoon we continue on
to Sidmouth, arriving late afternoon at the Royal York
& Faulkner Hotel, where we shall be greeted with
afternoon tea. 

Thursday 15 June After a leisurely breakfast we make
our way to Buckfastleigh where we shall have time to
find morning coffee and look around the South Devon
Railway Museum before boarding our train to Totnes.
The 30 minute train ride takes us along the former
Great Western Line which hugs the River Dart for most
of its length, offering outstanding vistas of beautiful,
unspoilt countryside rich in wildlife. Following our train
ride we shall have some time to explore and find lunch
in Totnes before our drive back to Sidmouth.

Friday 16 June A day at leisure to explore this
delightful seaside town. 

Saturday 17 June Departing the hotel after breakfast
we drive to Exmouth where we shall board a boat for a
3-hour cruise along the Jurassic coast*. Our cruise
takes in the oldest section, from the Triassic Era,
famous for its deep red colour and we shall have a
chance to see Sidmouth and our hotel from a different
perspective. The skipper will give a live commentary
during the cruise covering the changing history and
appearance of the area as well as the wildlife and
towns. Tides permitting, the vessel will sail in close to
the cliffs for a detailed view and then sail further out
to offer a panoramic view. During our cruise we shall
have a sandwich lunch and tea/coffee. Following our
cruise, we shall have some time to explore Exmouth
before returning to our hotel.

Sunday 18 June Leaving the hotel after breakfast, we
make our way to Stourhead  House and Garden. Here
we shall be free to explore the world-famous
landscape garden with its towering trees, classical
temples and mystical grottoes. The house, one of the
first in the country to showcase Palladian architecture,
has a unique Regency library, rare Chippendale
furniture and inspirational paintings. Mid afternoon we
continue our homeward journey, arriving early
evening.

* Please note Should sailing conditions be unsuitable, we
shall have a River Exe cruise instead



Wonders of Iceland Cruise  
30th June to 14th July

We are once again working with Fred.Olsen Cruises to offer our customers the
opportunity to see Europe from a different perspective on board one of their
contemporary, stylish ships that are big enough to have all the facilities you need but are
small enough so you always feel comfortable and at home 
The wonders of Iceland await you on this sensational sailing aboard Black Watch, which
includes scenic cruising past some of the country’s most breathtaking natural wonders,
and calls in to spectacular destinations.

What’s Included
✔ 14 nights Full board, with all inclusive drinks

package 

✔ All cabins are en-suite with bath and/or

shower. 

✔ Facilities include air conditioning, telephone,

lockable drawer and a hairdryer. 

✔ All rooms are non-smoking, have 24 hour

room service and require a European 2 pin

plug (220 volts). 

FRED OLSEN - BLACK WATCH
Black Watch is sleek, intimate and harks back to
the days when cruise ships were revered for their
style and charm. Focusing on providing a
traditional cruise experience, Black Watch feels
friendly and familiar. This is further enhanced by
the attentive staff who strive to offer service with
a smile and remember the important things, such
as your name and favourite tipple and how you like
your eggs cooked at breakfast.
Able to accommodate up to 804 guests, there are
a selection of suites and ocean view rooms to

Telephone: (01883)71363316

FROM £1,999.00 
PER PERSON (TWIN)
Single cabin from £3,149.00
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We’ll spend four days of this unforgettable fortnight in
Iceland, and each day will be packed with astonishing
sights and experiences from start to finish. We’ll see
the soaring mountains and tumbling waterfalls of
Seyðisfjörður; and enjoy views of Hrisey Island as we
sail the length of Eyjafjörður – Iceland’s longest and
arguably most beautiful fjord – to picturesque
Akureyri, which is perfectly placed for tours to the
mesmerising Godafoss Waterfall. Then after seeing the
Hornstrandir Cliff up-close, cruising the Western
Fjords, and calling into Ísafjörður, we’ll end our
Icelandic expedition in the capital, Reykjavik. From
here we can venture into the Golden Circle and
discover Thingvellir National Park, the mighty Gullfoss
Waterfall and the Strokkur geyser. Don’t miss the
chance to indulge in the tranquil waters of the famous
Blue Lagoon Spa. We make a stop in Dublin on our way
back to Dover, where we meet the coach and return to
Oxted.

This holiday is operated by Greatdays Holidays 
ABTA Y0380 for whom Skinners of Oxted is an
authorised agent. Bookings are made subject to
Greatdays Holidays Fred Olsen Cruise terms &

conditions.
A deposit of 15% is due on booking, 

the balance will be due 110 days prior to 
departure of the cruise. We have not included 
shore excursions as clients will have varied 
interests. Full details of all excursions will be

provided before the start of each cruise with the
opportunity to book in advance or once on board. 

choose from, providing ample room and everything
you need for a comfortable enjoyable and stress-
free stay; and spacious public rooms bathed in
natural light and retaining the elegant style of a
traditional cruise ship. Black Watch has four
restaurant options, including the stylish Glentanar
Restaurant and beautiful Orchid Room which has a
wonderful oriental look and feel. Before dinner you
could delve into a good book in the well-stocked
library, relax on the Sun Deck, sample a great
selection of premium gins at the Marquee Bar, or
even devour a premium afternoon tea. Don’t miss
the extravaganza of music, dance and comedy at
evening shows in the Neptune Lounge. 

Departing Oxted, we drive to Dover to board Black
Watch for an afternoon sailing to the quintessentially
English seaside town of Falmouth. From here we cruise
to Tobermory – Fred.’s guests’ favourite Scottish port –
you can sample local whiskies at historic distilleries
and take in the scenic landscapes of the Isle of Mull.
We cruise past Fingal’s Cave in the Inner Hebrides
before docking in Stornoway, where we have the
chance to delve into the fascinating Viking history of
the Isle of Lewis. We’ll also enjoy a call into Torshavn –
the charming capital of the Faroe Islands – and scenic
cruising by tiny settlements such as Mykines and
Hestur Island, where a plethora of nesting seabirds can
be seen perched along the shores.  



Killarney – Jaunting Cars & the Ring of Kerry    
5th to 11th August  

Ireland’s beauty is legendary – from the lush, green pastures to the deep, moody lakes
and the wild, rolling hills, the superb scenery of the rugged, south western corner of
Ireland is unsurpassed! On this tour we experience the mystical and unspoilt region of
the Iveragh Peninsula, better known as the Ring of Kerry and the breathtaking Dingle
Peninsula, once described by National Geographic as “the most beautiful place on earth”.
We take ride in a traditional Jaunting Car, a boat trip on Lough Leane and visit the lovely
Fota House and Gardens.

What’s Included
✔ A total of 6 nights Dinner, Bed & Breakfast

✔ All rooms are en-suite with TV, telephone,

hairdryer, hospitality tray & free Wi-Fi.

✔ Time to explore Waterford, Blarney, 

Killarney & Tralee

✔ Jaunting Car ride

✔ Boat trip on Lough Leane

✔ Full day guided tour of the Ring of Kerry

✔ Scenic tour of Dingle Peninsula 

✔ Entry to Fota House & Gardens

DOOLEY’S HOTEL
Waterford

Located in the heart of historic Waterford,
overlooking the waterfront, three generations of
the Darrer family have welcomed guests to the
city. 

KILLARNEY TOWERS HOTEL &
LEISURE CENTRE
Killarney

Nestled in the  heart of Killarney town, the hotel

Telephone: (01883)71363318

£737.00  PER PERSON
Single Room Supp: £144.00
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on the flora, fauna and historical heritage of the area.
We return to Killarney by coach, with the rest of the
day at leisure. 

Tuesday 8 August We’re guaranteed some
magnificent scenery today as we embark upon an
unforgettable guided tour around the spectacular Ring
of Kerry. You’ll witness some of Ireland’s most
spectacular coastal and mountain scenery including
the beauty spots of Ladies View, MacGillycuddy’s
Reeks and Moll’s Gap. During the day, we shall make
stops for coffee, lunch and photographs, so don’t
forget your camera!  

Wednesday 9 August Travel to Kerry’s county town
of Tralee with time for sightseeing before enjoying the
wonderful scenery of the Dingle Peninsula, stopping
for coffee, lunch and photographs en route. If time
allows, there may also be the chance of some
additional free time back in Killarney before dinner.

Thursday 10 August After a leisurely breakfast we
leave Killarney and make our way to Fota House and
Gardens. Here we shall be free to explore this Regency
style great country house and its elegant grounds.
Early afternoon we continue our journey to our
overnight hotel in Wexford. 

Friday 11 August Departing from the hotel after
breakfast, we make the short journey to Rosslare for
the ferry to Fishguard and continue our journey home,
arriving back mid evening.

offers  a range of modern and comfortable
facilities. The hotel has an indoor swimming pool,
whirlpool, sauna & steam room.

TALBOT HOTEL
Wexford

Ideally located in the heart of Wexford Town, the
hotel has a fully equipped leisure centre and
swimming pool.

Saturday 5 August Depart early morning for the drive
to Fishguard and our ferry to Rosslare from where we
continue on to our overnight hotel in Waterford.

Sunday 6 August This morning we shall be at leisure
to explore the Viking city of Waterford. Maybe visit the
award winning Waterford Treasures, three museums in
the Viking Triangle: Reginald’s Tower, which reveals
Waterford’s precious Viking heritage; the Medieval
Museum and the Bishop’s Palace, home of the
Treasures of the 18th, 19th and 20th centuries. You
may wish to visit the Waterford Crystal visitor centre
and marvel at the craftsmanship on display, or just
stroll along the waterfront. After an early lunch we
drive to Blarney, where you may if you wish visit
Blarney Castle and take part in the long-standing
tradition of kissing the Blarney Stone to receive “the
gift of eloquence” (entry not included). Be sure to visit
the Blarney Woollen Mills, which offers an excellent
range of genuine Irish products. Continuing on, we
make our way to Killarney where we spend the next
four nights.

Monday 7 August This morning we swap our coach
for a traditional mode of Irish transport: a Jaunting Car
(a horse-drawn carriage). Our ride takes us on a unique
tour through the spectacular Killarney National Park
with our “jarvey” (driver) telling us some of the
history, legends and folklore of the area. At the 15th
Century Ross Castle we board the M.V Pride of the
Lakes for a cruise on Lough Leane, with a commentary



North Devon Delights  
21st to 25th August

Wherever you are in Devon, you’re never far from dramatic coastlines and magnificent
scenery, with spectacular stretches of ocean coast, where moors and country meet the
sea. Historic Barnstaple provides the base for our North Devon short break. We have visits
to the delightful RHS Rosemoor Gardens and Arlington Court, we see Dartington Crystal
being made, take a trip on the West Somerset Railway and still have time to explore the
historic pannier market in Barnstaple.

What’s Included
✔ 4 nights Dinner, Bed & Breakfast

✔ All rooms are en-suite with TV, telephone,

hairdryer, hospitality tray & free Wi-Fi.

✔ Time to explore Lacock village, Lynmouth &

Barnstaple

✔ Ride on West Somerset Railway

✔ Entry to Arlington Court

✔ Entry to Dartington Crystal Factory

Experience & Visitor Centre

✔ Entry to RHS Rosemoor Gardens

✔ Visit to Willows & Wetlands Visitor Centre

✔ 2 Course pub lunch

IMPERIAL HOTEL
Barnstaple

The Imperial Hotel is right in the heart of the town
yet has the peaceful atmosphere of an elegant
country house. Here you will sense the long
tradition of warm hospitality that has been
enjoyed at this hotel for well over a century.
Located beside the River Taw the hotel has a
Lounge, Sun Lounge and Colours Bar. Some twin
rooms may be in the Rivercourt Building annexe.

Monday 21 August Departing Oxted we make our
way to the National Trust village of Lacock, famous for
its picturesque streets, historic buildings and, more

Telephone: (01883)71363320

£590.00 PER PERSON
Single room supplement £0.00

Double for sole occupancy: £80.00
Nat Trust Members less £8.50, 

but must bring card
RHS Members less £8.00, 

but must bring card
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recently, as a TV and film location. You may wish to
visit the Abbey, where you can experience the
medieval rooms and cloister, and the Fox Talbot
Museum, (entry not included). Following our visit we
continue on to the Imperial Hotel, our home for the
next 4 nights.

Tuesday 22 August This morning we drive to the
picturesque resort of Lynmouth where we have time
to explore the narrow streets or maybe take the cliff
railway to the village of Lynton (fare not included).
Leaving Lynmouth, we make our way to Minehead,
giving time to find lunch before taking in the sights,
sounds and even the unique smells of the golden age
of rail travel as we join a steam-hauled train for a
nostalgic 20-mile journey following the coastline of
Bridgwater Bay and the line of the Quantock Hills to
Bishops Lydeard. 

Wednesday 23 August This morning we are free to
explore Barnstaple, maybe visit the ancient pannier
market. Early afternoon, we make the short journey to
Arlington Court where we shall have time to explore
the house, grounds and carriage museum. An
unexpected jewel, Arlington incorporates history and
nature in a remarkable setting. The home of the

Chichester family for more than 600 years, the
collections displayed reflect the passions of the last
heiress, Miss Rosalie Chichester along with ships and
shells. The conservatory’s exotic plantings tell of the
Chichester family’s world travels.

Thursday 24 August After a leisurely breakfast we
head to Dartington Crystal. Here, from an elevated
viewing platform, we shall be able to watch the award
winning craftsmen work together, transforming hot
molten crystal into elegant shapes, perfecting an art
that’s 3000 years old. In the Visitors Centre we shall
discover the fascinating history of the company and
the industry and have a chance to browse probably
the largest Glass Shop in the UK. Following our visit
we drive the short distance to RHS Rosemoor, where
we shall be free to explore and find lunch. Spanning 65
acres, Rosemoor is set in the beautiful Torridge Valley.
The stunning gardens include Lady Anne’s original
garden, the arboretum and the cottage garden plus
woodland walks offer interesting glimpses of local
wildlife and wild flowers.

Friday 25 August Departing after breakfast we make
our way to the Willows and Wetlands Visitor Centre.
Owned and run by the Coate family, who have been
growing willow on the Somerset Levels since 1819, we
shall have a chance to enjoy a morning coffee before
learning about the history and art of willow growing
and basketmaking. Following our visit, we make our
way to the Royal Oak at Stoke St Gregory for a 2
course lunch before continuing our homeward journey.
Arriving back in Oxted early evening.



South Wales  –  Gower Peninsula 
10th to 14th September 

The 19 mile-long Gower Peninsula is famous for its beautiful coastline and beaches as
well as its richly varied natural environment of heathland, limestone grassland, marshes,
dunes and oak woodlands. Come and discover why Dylan Thomas wrote so passionately
about his home town of Swansea, Wales' second city, sitting on a 5-mile sweep of Swansea
Bay. The natural beauty of the Pembrokeshire coast and the Gower peninsula are famed
all over the world. 

What’s Included
✔ 4 nights Dinner, Bed & Breakfast

✔ All bedrooms are en-suite with TV,

telephone, hospitality tray & WiFi

✔ Entry to ss Great Britain

✔ Entry to Gower Heritage Centre, with 

Guided Tour of Gower Peninsula & Cream

Tea

✔ Time to explore Tenby & Carmarthen

✔ Ride on Gwili Railway

✔ Entry to Royal Mint Visitor Experience

BEST WESTERN DIPLOMAT HOTEL
Llanelli

This independent family run hotel combines
excellent service with good food and comfortable
rooms. The hotel has an indoor swimming pool,
sauna, steam room and Hydro Spa.

Sunday 10 September Departing Oxted we make
our way to Bristol and the ss Great Britain: the ship
that changed the world. Here we shall have time to
explore this fantastic ship. Go down beneath the glass
sea, walk the ss Great Britain’s history in the Dockyard

Telephone: (01883)71363322

£495.00 PER PERSON
Single Room Supp: £64.00
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Museum and step onto the ship itself. Alive with
sights, sounds and even smells, prepare to set sail on
the most extraordinary time machine. We continue on
to our hotel arriving in good time to relax before
dinner. 

Monday 11 September This morning we visit the
Gower Heritage Centre at Parkmill, where we shall
have a guided tour of the water-powered corn mill and
saw mill, the Miller’s cottage and Blacksmith’s shop.
During our tour we shall learn about the history of the
Mill and descriptions of milling, wood-turning and
blacksmithing. Following the tour, we shall have some
time to investigate the rest of the site and find lunch,
before our afternoon guided tour of the beautiful
unspoilt scenery of the Gower Peninsula, designated
an ‘Area of outstanding natural beauty’. After the tour
we return to the Heritage Centre and enjoy a Gower
Cream Tea.

Tuesday 12 September This morning we travel west
to the picturesque resort of Tenby, where we shall be
free to explore. Take a walk along the seafront, watch
the colourful boats in the picturesque harbour, or
maybe take a boat trip to Caldey Island with its
Cistercian Monastery where Monks have lived for over
1500 years. We return via Pendine Sands and
Laugharne, former home of Dylan Thomas. 

Wednesday 13 September After breakfast we travel
to Carmarthen, a neat little county town encircled by
the River Towy and full of pretty shops. Today is
market day too, and we shall have plenty of time to
sample the local cuisine and maybe pick up a bargain!
Early afternoon we make the short journey to
Bromwydd to join the Gwili Steam Railway. This
standard gauge preserved railway runs from Bronwydd
along a short section of the former Carmarthen to
Aberystwyth railway. The railway hugs the River Gwili
all the while, so keep an eye out for the herons, which
frequent this valley, dipping for fish in the river.

Thursday 14 September Departing after breakfast,
we make our way to the Royal Mint Experience at
Llantrisant. Here we shall have time to find morning
coffee and a look around the shop and exhibition
before being taken through security. During our tour
we shall discover how blank pieces of metal become
coins and take a look into the striking hall where
thousands of coins are produced, 24 hours a day.
Following our tour we shall have time to find lunch
before continuing our journey home. Arriving back in
Oxted approx. 6.00pm.



Norfolk Treasures  
21st to 25th September 

Norfolk is one of England’s most picturesque counties. Perhaps best known for its
windmills and the Broads it offers a revitalizing getaway from the hustle and bustle of
busy Britain. The Norfolk Broads is Britain’s largest protected wetland and it enjoys status
equivalent to a National Park.

What’s Included
✔ 4 nights Dinner, Bed & Breakfast

✔ All bedrooms are en-suite with TV, 

telephone, WiFi & hospitality tray.

✔ Time to explore Newmarket, Walsingham,

Wroxham & Norwich 

✔ Entry to National Heritage Centre for

Horseracing & Sporting Art

✔ Entry to Shirehall Museum & Walsingham

Abbey Grounds

✔ Ride on the Wells-Walsingham Railway

✔ Boat trip on the Norfolk Broads

✔ Entry to Sandringham House & Gardens

HOLIDAY INN
Norwich

Situated in a peaceful, countryside location on the
outskirts of Norwich.

Thursday 21 September Departing Oxted we drive to
Newmarket and the newly re-opened National
Heritage Centre for Horseracing and Sporting Art
(previously the National Horseracing Museum). Now
housed in the remains of Charles II sporting palace and
racing stables, the centre spans five acres in the heart
of Newmarket. Here we shall have time to discover
the origins of horseracing and Newmarket’s place in its
development, learn about the welfare and training of

Telephone: (01883)71363324

£479.00 PER PERSON
Single Room Supp: £72.00
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the horses and visit the Fred Packard Museum and
Galleries of British Sporting Art, with paintings by
Stubbs, John Singer Sargent and John Wootton. Our
tickets enable us to come and go as we like. Following
our visit we continue on to our hotel. 

Friday 22 September After a leisurely breakfast, we
head to the village of Walsingham, where we shall
have some time to explore the Shirehall Museum in
Walsingham’s Georgian Courtroom. Used for court
sessions from the late 18th century right up until
1971, the museum tells the sometimes harsh story of
local law and order. Take a seat in the dock or the
judge’s chair! Walk around the garden and grounds
surrounding Walsingham Abbey and enjoy the tranquil
atmosphere surrounding the Priory ruins. Early
afternoon we take the train from Walsingham to Wells
on the longest 10¼" narrow gauge steam railway in
the world. Following our ride, we make our way back
to our hotel.

Saturday 23 September  This morning we drive to
Wroxham for a cruise on the picturesque Broads,
Britain’s largest protected wetland, with commentary

explaining the origins of the Broads, identifying points
of interest along the way and the abundance of local
water birds as they come into view. Following our
cruise, we shall have time to find lunch in Wroxham,
considered the capital of the Norfolk Broads, with
time to browse the many shops and large department
store, where most of the shopping is dominated by the
Roys brand, which claims to be the world’s largest
village store! We shall take a scenic route through the
broads as we return to our hotel.

Sunday 24 September Today we visit Sandringham
House, the much-loved country retreat of Her Majesty
The Queen and the private home of four generations
of British monarchs. The house, perhaps the most
famous stately home in Norfolk, is set in 60 acres of
stunning gardens, described as ‘the finest of the royal
gardens’. Here we shall be free to explore the main
ground floor rooms of the house, each with a
knowledgeable guide, the acres of beautiful gardens
and the museum housing extraordinary collections of
royal vehicles, rare ceramics, photographs and
memorabilia: there is plenty to explore and enjoy.

Monday 25 September Departing the hotel after
breakfast, we make the short journey into the centre
of Norwich. You may like to visit the splendid Norman
cathedral, or the castle, one of the city’s most famous
landmarks, built by the Normans as a Royal Palace 900
years ago. There are many shops, cafés and restaurants
to enjoy lunch. Early afternoon we commence our
homeward journey, arriving in Oxted early evening.



Peterborough Antiques  
29th September to 1st October 

Started in 1999 this twice yearly event has now grown into one of the largest showground
Antiques Fairs in the country. Held at the East of England Showground in Peterborough
the show now attracts buyers and sellers from all over Europe. With over 1,000 stalls
selling something for everyone, the show is within four permanent buildings, trade
marquees and outdoor pitches. Add to this, visits to antiques centres and local Sunday
fairs and you have a great weekend in prospect, another must for your events diary.

What’s Included
✔ 2 nights Dinner, Bed & Breakfast 

✔ All bedrooms are en suite with TV,

telephone, WiFi & hospitality tray. 

HOLIDAY INN
Peterborough West

Set in pretty landscaped gardens, the hotel has a
heated indoor swimming pool. 

Friday 29 September Departing Oxted we make our
way to Sawbridgeworth, Hertfordshire where there are
five warehouse antiques centres on one site next to
the river Stort Navigation. We continue on to
Waterside Antiques in Ely, the largest antiques centre
in East Anglia, with a floor space of 10,000 square feet
and more than 65 antiques dealers. Our last stop of

Telephone: (01883)71363326

£252.00 PER PERSON
Single Room Supp: £34.00

Entry to antique fairs not included
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the day is Cambs Lock Antiques in Huntingdon, where
we shall find over 60 stands. We arrive at our
Peterborough hotel early evening.

Saturday 30 September After breakfast we travel the
short distance to the East of England Showground in
Peterborough where, this weekend we shall find a
spectacular array of antiques and collectables for sale.
Items such as jewellery, china, stamps, miltitaria, linen
and toys, in fact anything old and collectable are all on
display in the Main Arena. Leading from here are the
nine bays of the Nat West Building with stalls
containing furniture, fine art and anything else that is
old and requires a little more space to display it. The
third building, the Cambridge Suite, contains many
rare high quality pieces. On from here is the Exec
Centre: three times the size of the Main Arena this
building will have a good mixture of furniture and
ceramics on display. Surrounding all of the buildings

are outdoor pitches and trade marquees containing
items from all over Europe, from architectural furniture
to antique farm implements. For those who would like
to spend the afternoon in Peterborough, we shall
arrange a coach transfer into town.

Sunday 1 October  Departing from our hotel we seek
out local Sunday village fairs, where so often bargains
are to be found before returning home early evening.



Three Castles and a Wee Dram in Deeside  
4th to 10th October 

On this holiday we take a ride on the incredible Falkirk Wheel, see the Kelpies, the biggest
equine sculptures in the world, visit some of Scotland’s most magnificent castles, visit
Speyside Cooperage, the only working cooperage in the UK where you can experience
the ancient art of coopering and, of course, have a “wee dram” after a tour of the
Glenfiddich Distillery. 

What’s Included
✔ A total of 6 nights Dinner, Bed & Breakfast

✔ All bedrooms are en-suite with TV,

telephone, WiFi & hospitality tray. 

✔ Boat trip on Falkirk Wheel

✔ Entry to Duff House

✔ Entry to Drum Castle

✔ Entry to Crathes Castle

✔ Tour of Speyside Cooperage

✔ Tour & tasting at Glenfiddich Distillery

✔ Time to explore Banbury 

GRETNA HALL HOTEL &
BLACKSMITHS
Originally built in 1710 as a manor house, the hotel,

set in 10 acres of beautiful gardens offers the

character of a historical building with the facilities

you would expect from a contemporary hotel.

MERCURE ABERDEEN ARDOE HOUSE
HOTEL & SPA
A beautiful 19th century mansion house set in 30

acres of tranquil Aberdeenshire countryside with 120

Telephone: (01883)71363328

£660.00 PER PERSON
Single Room Supp: £106.00

Nat Trust Members less £18.00, 
but must bring card
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grounds, we shall have time to find a light lunch in the
tearoom before the short drive to the neighbouring
harbour town of Banff, from which we can appreciate
the dramatic coastal views before making our journey
southwards to our hotel. 

Sunday 8 October There are more castles per acre in
Aberdeenshire than anywhere else in the UK and
today we visit two of the best. Our first visit is to
Drum Castle, one of Scotland’s oldest tower houses
and an excellent example of how a castle evolved
through the ages from an original defensive tower into
a comfortable country home. From its medieval tower
through to the Jacobean mansion and the more recent
Victorian additions such as the impressive library
converted from the lower hall. The real joy of a visit to
Drum Castle is discovering how the work of these
three very different eras interact to produce a truly
fascinating building. Following our visit, we make the
short journey to Crathes Castle, an enchanting and
remarkably well-preserved 16th-century tower house
surrounded by 240 hectares of formal gardens,
woodland walks and rolling Scottish countryside. Here
we shall be free to find lunch and explore the castle
and gardens.

Monday 9 October This morning we commence our
homeward journey, making stops along the way and
arriving at our overnight hotel late afternoon.

Tuesday 10 October Departing after breakfast we
continue heading south, making a stop in Banbury for
lunch and a look around and arriving back in Oxted
early evening.

traditionally decorated bedrooms. The hotel has an

indoor heated pool. 

BEST WESTERN PREMIER HALLMARK
PRESTON LEYLAND HOTEL
The hotel has a health club with a large swimming

pool, spa bath, sauna & steam room.

Wednesday 4 October Departing Oxted early
morning, we drive to Gretna Green and our overnight
hotel.

Thursday 5 October  This morning we make our way
to the Falkirk Wheel, the world’s first and only rotating
boat lift. This innovative and dynamic solution to the
age old problem of transferring boats between the
Forth & Clyde Canal and the Union Canal 35m (115ft)
above, underwent an extensive refurbishment in 2016.
Here we shall experience first hand this amazing feat
of engineering aboard one of a fleet of special boats.
Following our ride, we shall have time to find lunch
before continuing our journey towards Aberdeen
passing the Kelpies, 30-metre high stainless steel
horse-head sculptures on our way to our hotel. 

Friday 6 October After breakfast this morning, we
head west to Speyside Cooperage where we shall be
accompanied by knowledgeable guides as we tour
their exhibition and see the Coopers at work. Following
our tour we shall have time to find lunch in their
coffee shop before making the short journey to
Glenfiddich, one of the oldest family-owned Scotch
whisky distilleries. Here we shall enjoy a tour and a
“wee dram” before returning to our hotel.

Saturday 7 October This morning we make our way
to Duff House, a magnificent Georgian mansion
designed by William Adam. Standing in extensive
parkland, today it houses a beautiful collection of
paintings and furniture on loan from National
Galleries of Scotland. After exploring the house and



Thursford Christmas Spectacular  
17th to 18th November

The Thursford Christmas Spectacular is the biggest and most exciting Christmas show in
England, providing the ultimate Christmas musical experience, with a blend of Christmas
entertainment, songs, carols, dazzling dancers and beautiful costumes. The Theatre
Building is transformed into a Christmas wonderland with a myriad of lights and
decorations and shops crammed with wonderful gifts. It’s a very popular event… so please
book early.

MERCURE HOTEL
Norwich

A modern hotel with a pool, gym and sauna

Friday 17 November Departing Oxted we drive to the
lively market town of Bury St Edmunds, sometimes
described as the “jewel in Suffolk’s crown”. Home to
exclusive, unusual and independent stores lining
medieval streets, Bury St Edmunds is a shopper’s
paradise, with every sort of store from large High
Street names to fascinating gift shops. Bury has a
striking combination of medieval architecture, elegant

Telephone: (01883)71363330

£215.00 PER PERSON
Single Room Supp: £27.00

What’s Included
✔ 1 night Dinner, Bed & Breakfast 

✔ All bedrooms have en-suite facilities, TV,

telephone, hairdryer, WiFi & hospitality tray.

✔ Time to explore Bury St Edmunds

✔ Thursford Christmas Spectacular ticket
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Georgian squares and a glorious cathedral. Mid
afternoon we continue on to our hotel, arriving in time
to relax and enjoy the leisure facilities before supper.

Saturday 18 November After a leisurely breakfast
and perhaps a dip in the pool, we leave for
Thursford***. We aim to arrive early to allow plenty of
time for a snack and some shopping in the Thursford
gift shops before the afternoon performance. Set in
the magical surroundings of mechanical organs and
fairground carousels, with a cast of 130 professional
singers, dancers and musicians – many of whom are
West End performers - the 3 hour performance
delivers an extravaganza of non-stop singing, dancing,
music, humour and variety. It’s a fast moving
celebration of the festive season featuring an eclectic
mix of both seasonal and year-round favourites, with
famous and much-loved chart toppers being sung
alongside traditional carols. Whether you have seen

the Christmas Spectacular before or not, you will be
completely bowled over by the wonderful festive
atmosphere and talented cast of professional singers,
dancers and musicians. Following the performance, we
make our way back to Oxted.

***Please note: Depending on our ticket allocation, the
performance could be either day and the itinerary may be
changed to reflect that.



Turkey & Tinsel in Shropshire 
4th to 8th December 

A festive break in the lovely county of Shropshire, staying in a country house hotel. We
spend some time in Birmingham at the Frankfurt Christmas Market, visit some of the
museums in the amazing Ironbridge Gorge, spend half a day in the Victorian town of Blists
Hill, visit Attingham Park and finish off with a visit to Cadbury World to stock up on last
minute chocolate for stocking fillers and tummies…  

What’s Included
✔ 4 nights Dinner, Bed & Breakfast

✔ All bedrooms are en-suite with TV,

telephone, WiFi & hospitality tray. 

✔ Time to explore Birmingham, Shrewsbury &

Much Wenlock

✔ Entry to Ironbridge Gorge Museums

✔ Entry to Attingham Park 

✔ Entry to Blists Hill Victorian Town

✔ Entry to Cadbury World

BUCKATREE HALL HOTEL
The Buckatree Hall Hotel is set in scenic woodland
at the foot of the Wrekin in tranquil Shropshire.
Many of the rooms enjoy scenic views of the
hotel’s own lake and gardens, providing a
memorable setting in which to relax.

Monday 4 December Departing Oxted we make our
way to Birmingham, where we shall be at leisure to
experience Birmingham’s Frankfurt Christmas Market
and Craft Fair (Birmingham has been twinned with
Frankfurt for more than 40 years) – dates of market

Telephone: (01883)71363332

£391.00 PER PERSON
Single Room Supp: £60.00

(Nat Trust members less £9.50 
but must bring card)
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not confirmed at time of going to print. Mid afternoon
we continue on to our hotel, arriving in time to relax
before dinner.

Tuesday 5 December We spend the day at Ironbridge
Gorge, where we shall visit the Coalbrookdale Museum
of Iron and discover the revolutionary techniques that
made Coalbrookdale the most famous ironworks in
the world. We move on to the Coalport China Museum
where we shall find the finest examples of Coalport
and Caughley china before visiting the Jackfield Tile
Museum. Housed in one of the old factories, the
museum is filled with room after room of beautiful tile
displays and settings such as a pub, a butcher’s shop
and a tube station. Before we return to our hotel, we
shall make a short stop to see the Iron Bridge itself. 

Wednesday 6 December This morning we visit
Attingham Park, where we shall have a brief
introductory talk before being free to explore the
mansion, garden and park. Built for the first Lord
Berwick in 1785, Attingham Hall and its beautiful
parkland were owned by one family for more than 160
years. As their fortunes rose and fell they proved
themselves to be spenders, savers and saviours -
providing a fascinating story of love and neglect
whose mark still stands in Attingham’s rooms today.
Following our visit we make our way into Shrewsbury
where the town centre is packed with timber-framed
black & white buildings, steep narrow streets and
alleyways. You will find a huge variety of shops in
Shrewsbury, with all the usual high street names and
an amazing range of unique independent retailers.
Don't forget to explore the many backstreets and
alleyways - you never know what hidden gems you
may find! Dinner tonight has a Christmas theme.

Thursday 7 December After a leisurely breakfast, we
drive to the fascinating Blists Hill Victorian Town,
where we shall experience life as it was over 100 years
ago through the sights, sounds, smells and tastes of a
recreated Victorian Town. Victorian characters will give

us a fascinating insight into Victorian life as they go
about their daily lives in their cottages, shops and
places of work. Try traditionally cooked fish and chips,
browse the unusual products for sale in the Grocers
and the General Drapers and Outfitter or choose from
a range of ‘old favourites’ in the sweetshop. Early
afternoon we make our way to the quintessentially
English town of Much Wenlock. Stroll around the town
centre and it may seem you have stepped back fifty or
more years. You won’t find any ‘big names’, but you
will find a great selection of traditional shops, all
offering good old-fashioned personal service. Much
Wenlock is a place where folk still have time for you.
Tonight in the hotel it’s New Year’s Eve.

Friday 8 December This morning we take our leave
of the hotel and make our way to Cadbury World,
where we shall be free to discover the history, making,
and magic of Cadbury’s chocolate - see it, smell it and
taste it. Visit the World’s biggest Cadbury Shop packed
with souvenirs, exclusive products and a great bargain
corner. Following our visit we continue our journey
home, arriving in Oxted early evening.



Three Countries Christmas Markets  
15th to 18th December 

Staying in Metz, home of the second largest Christmas Market in France, we take in the
twinkling lights and festive spirit of three different Christmas Markets in three different
countries – France, Luxembourg and Germany.

MERCURE METZ CENTRE 
This modern hotel is located in the very heart of
Metz. 

Friday 15 December Departing Oxted we drive to
Dover for the short sea crossing to Calais and
thereafter make our way across France to our hotel in
Metz where we receive a warm welcome and can
enjoy a glass of wine while our bags are taken to our
rooms. The Place de la Republique is about a 10
minute walk from the hotel, and you may wish to take
a wander this evening, to see the beautiful Christmas
lighting, giant ferris wheel, ice skating rink, twinkling
Christmas tree and pretty chalet village.

Telephone: (01883)71363334

£413.00 PER PERSON
Single Room Supp: £68.00

What’s Included
✔ 3 nights Dinner, Bed & Breakfast

✔ All bedrooms are en-suite with TV, telephone

& WiFi 

✔ Free time to explore Metz, Luxembourg &

Trier 
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Saturday 16 December This morning, we drive to the
City of Luxembourg, where we shall be free to explore
the Christmas Market. At this time of year, the main
square is covered with small wooden huts, selling
candles, toys, decorations and sweets, as well as
typical drinks such as Glühwäin (hot wine) and typical
foods like the Thüringer, Mettwurscht (Luxembourgish
sausages ) or Gromperekichelcher (potato pancakes).
Early afternoon, we travel back to Metz, where we
shall be at leisure to enjoy the city. Visit the Place de la
Gare, with its beautifully decorated Christmas tree
from the Vosges which dominates the giant Nativity
scene; the Place Saint Louis with its 90 chalets set
amidst the Medieval houses bordering the square.
Talented craftsmen display and exhibit their wares at
many of the stalls, and there is no shortage of culinary
offerings such as the traditional Alsatian festive
cookies, ‘bredalas’, should hunger pains strike. In Place
Saint Jacques there are around 20 wooden stalls

featuring Christmas ornaments and decorations. See
the stunning cathedral, which is beautifully lit as
darkness draws in, as is the adjacent Place d’Armes.
Wander through the old town with a mug of mulled
wine warming your hands maybe and visit the
romantic square of Place de la Comédie. Located on an
island, from here we can see one of the best sights of
our trip: the Cathedral, the opera-theatre and the
Temple Neuf all lit beautifully to create a magical
panorama.

Sunday 17 December  After breakfast, we cross the
border into Germany to Trier. Here we shall be free to
explore the Christmas Market held in the medieval
market square, one of the loveliest in Germany with
its Petrus fountain, and traffic free areas. The majestic
cathedral and an assortment of Medieval buildings
surround a temporary yet beautiful village of wooden
huts in Germany’s oldest town, renowned for its old
Roman Porta Nigra gate. Christmas decorations,
wooden toys, candles, hand-blown and engraved
glassware line the stalls but, if we feel that we have all
the gifts that we need, there is no shortage of
stunning historical monuments in this ancient Roman
city to explore!

Monday 18 December Departing after breakfast we
make our way back across France to Calais and our
ferry home. Arriving back in Oxted mid evening.
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Did you know....?

We also provide coaches for private hire...

If you are a party leader or
group organiser, we have a
wealth of experience in
organising all aspects of
group travel. We are happy
to advise on venues, routes
and places of interest, both
within the UK and Europe,
also ferry reservations,
theatre tickets, hotel
accommodation and
insurance... The choice is
yours!

At Skinners, every job is important to us and you are guaranteed our full attention and
understanding, no matter how big or how small the job... If our customers are happy,
then we are!

We can tailor make packages to suit your individual needs and would be pleased to pay
your group a visit to discuss the details for your proposed excursion or tour and offer
information and advice. You would also be very welcome to come and visit us and view
our coaches at Oxted .

  

5 Reasons to holiday with Skinners…
1. We pick you up at your front door, so you don’t have to worry about your luggage

2. The coach won’t go without you

3. You can sit back & admire the scenery/chat with friends/have a snooze

4. You’ll meet interesting people & probably make new friends

5. The coach will make comfort stops, so you can stretch your legs & not suffer from that well known Easter

complaint…“Hot Cross Bum!”
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Saturday 7th January

Brighton Ice Show – Believe 
Depart Oxted 9.15am (Route A) for Brighton, giving time to
explore the town and have lunch before making your way
to the Brighton Centre for the 1.00pm performance of the
new Holiday on Ice production, BELIEVE. Arriving back at
Godstone approx. 5.30pm.
Adult £48.95 Child £29.75
(Inclusive of Coach/South Stalls Seats at Show)

Tuesday 17th January

Kinky Boots at the Adelphi
Theatre, London
Depart Oxted 4.30pm (Route C) for the drive to the Adelphi
Theatre and the 7.30pm performance of Kinky Boots.
Arriving back at Sanderstead approx. 11.30pm
Cost  £55.15
(Inclusive of Coach/Stalls Seats at Show)

Saturday 28th January

Crafting Live! Sandown Park
Depart Oxted 10.00am (Route A) for Sandown Park, Esher
and Crafting Live! This is a new show, run by new people.
Return leave 4.30pm. Arriving back in Godstone approx.
5.15pm. 
Adult £23.95 Sen Cit £22.95
(Inclusive of Coach/Entry to Exhibition)

Thursday 9th February 2017  

Strictly Come Dancing Live at
SSE Wembley Arena
The 10th Anniversary Tour
Depart Oxted 4.30pm (Route A) for the drive to the SSE
Wembley Arena, where we shall have time to find
something to eat before taking our seats for the 7.30pm
performance of Strictly Come Dancing Live. The live stage
show spectacular promises to be bigger and bolder than
ever, with Len Goodman and Craig Revel Horwood
returning to the judging panel. So grab that sparkly jacket,
dust off those dance shoes and waltz your way into the
show sure to put a smile on your face! Return after
performance, arriving back at Godstone by approx.
11.15pm.
Cost  £73.15
(Inclusive of Coach/Block N7 seats)

Forthcoming Day Excursions

© Morris Mac Matzen
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Forthcoming Day Excursions

Wednesday 15th February 

Kew Gardens Orchid Festival
Depart Oxted 9.00am (Route A) for the drive to Kew
Gardens, where the Princess of Wales Conservatory will
become home to a mass of tropical colour as it’s filled with
orchids, bromeliads and other tropical plants from around
the world. Return leave 4.30pm. Arriving back at Godstone
by approx 5.30pm.
Adult £32.95     Sen Cit £32.10 Child £16.50
(Inclusive of Coach/Entry to Gardens & Orchid Festival)

Saturday 18th February

Peter James’ Dead Simple at the
Mill, Sonning
Depart Oxted 9.45am (Route A) for the drive to The Mill,
Sonning, a former 18th-century Flour Mill. We shall enjoy a
freshly cooked lunch before taking our seats for the
matinée performance of Peter James’ Dead Simple. It was
meant to be a harmless stag-night prank. A few hours later
Michael Harrison has disappeared and his friends are dead.
With only three days to the wedding, Detective
Superintendent Roy Grace discovers that the one man who
ought to know Michael Harrison's whereabouts is saying
nothing. But then he has a lot more to gain than anyone
realizes, For one man's disaster is another man's fortune.
Return after performance. Arriving back at Godstone by
approx. 6.15pm. 
Cost £71.50
(Inclusive of Coach/Two Course Lunch/Show)

Thursday 23rd February

Wisley Gardens – Butterflies in
the Glasshouse
Depart Oxted 10.00am (Route A) for our drive to the Royal
Horticultural Society Gardens at Wisley, where at this time
Exotic butterflies are taking flight among tropical plants in
the Glasshouse, a huge cathedral-like glass structure that
covers an area equal in size to 10 tennis courts and rises to
40ft in height. Return leave 3.30pm. Arriving back at
Godstone by approx. 4.15pm. 
Adult £31.50      Child £21.25 
(RHS members & companion less: Adult £11.00 but must
bring card)

Tuesday 11th April and Monday 4th September

Highclere Castle (Downton Abbey)
Depart Oxted 9.00am (Route A) for the drive to Highclere
Castle, home to the Carnarvon family since 1679 and with
a fascinating connection to ancient Egypt, as the 5th Earl,
with Howard Carter, discovered the tomb of Tutankhamun
in 1922. The gardens feature great stretches of glasshouse
in a walled garden, magnificent parkland designed by
‘Capability’ Brown and a Secret Garden with a beautiful
curving lawn surrounded by densely planted herbaceous
gardens. Downton Abbey, the major drama series from ITV
was filmed on location at Highclere Castle. Refreshments
available. Return leave 4.15pm. Arriving back at Godstone
by approx. 6.00pm.
Adult £39.95      Child £28.55
(Inclusive of Coach/Entry to Castle/Gardens)

© Flickr - Andrew Stawarz

© RBG Kew
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Wednesday 12th April

Star Wars™ Identities: The
Exhibition at The O2 
with Return Boat Trip on the River Thames
Depart Oxted 8.45am (Route A) for the drive to see the
Star War Identities Exhibition at the O2. A stunning
collection of some 200 Star Wars costumes, models, props,
and artwork allows you to see Luke and Anakin Skywalker
and all the other unforgettable characters of Star Wars in a
whole new way. At the same time, a unique interactive
identity quest allows you to design your own Star Wars
Hero, putting you in the centre of the action, and asking...
What forces shape YOU? Following your visit to the
exhibition, take a return boat trip on the Thames. Our open
tickets mean that we can get off at one of the stopping
points and have a look around before returning to the O2.
Return leave from the O2 5.00pm, arriving back at
Godstone approx. 5.45pm.
Adult £55.95     Child £33.95
(Inclusive of Coach/Entry to Exhibition/Return Boat Ride)

Saturday 22nd April

Improbable Fiction by Alan
Ayckbourn at the Mill, Sonning
Depart Oxted 9.45am (Route A) for the drive to The Mill,
Sonning, a former 18th-century Flour Mill. We shall enjoy a
freshly cooked lunch before taking our seats for the matinée
performance. Improbable Fiction is Alan Ayckbourn’s 69th
play, wherein everyone in the Pendon Writers’ Circle, a self-
help group for the creatively stalled and artistically deluded,
is having collective writers’ block. However, the presence of a
rather ordinary young girl unleashes their imaginations -
with surprising results! Return after performance. Arriving
back at Godstone by approx. 6.15pm. 
Cost £71.50
(Inclusive of Coach/Two Course Lunch/Show)

Saturday 10th June

Don’t Dress for Dinner at the
Mill, Sonning – The Hilarious
Follow-up to Boeing Boeing
Depart Oxted 9.45am (Route A) for the drive to The Mill,
Sonning, a former 18th-century Flour Mill. We shall enjoy a
freshly cooked lunch before taking our seats for the matinée
performance of Don’t Dress for Dinner. With his wife out of
town, an alibi from his best friend, and a gourmet chef to
add culinary spice, Bernard has the perfect romantic evening
planned for his French mistress — or so he thinks. Hidden
identities and outrageous infidelities are exposed in Marc
Camoletti’s sequel to Boeing-Boeing. Return after
performance. Arriving back at Godstone by approx. 6.15pm. 
Cost £71.50
(Inclusive of Coach/Two Course Lunch/Show)

Later in the year, details not yet finalised, we will have trips to the seaside, scenic tours, visits to
stately homes & gardens, cross channel day trips and much more

Sign up for our e-newsletter and be amongst the first to know what we’re planning! 

Just send an email to info@skinners.travel.

© 2013 Lucas Film Limited. LLC & TM. All rights reserved. Used Under Authorisation
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Door-to-Door Collection Service



We will arrange for you and your luggage to be
collected from your door upon departure and
taken to your coach, then upon your return,
collected from your tour coach and returned
to your door. 
If you live within the black line, this service is
free of charge. If you live outside it, we will be
pleased to offer the same service for a small
additional charge. 

Please ring our office for further details.

Copyright © 2003 Microsoft Corp. and/or its suppliers.
All rights reserved.

Stuc
k for present ideas?

Give a Skinners Gift Vou
cher

Gift Voucher

£5.00          B1857

Gift Voucher

£10.00         B1857

Gift Voucher
£15.00         B1857
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We offer an optional free insurance policy which is arranged by holiday insurance specialists Towergate Underwriting Travel
Solutions and is insured by ETI – International Travel Protection (ERV), the UK branch of Europäische Reiseverscherung AG, who
are licensed by the Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BAFIN – www.bafin.de) and approved by the Financial
Conduct Authority (FCA – www.fca.org.uk) to undertake insurance business in the UK. It is vital that you check the policy to
ensure it satisfies your own requirements and that you are eligible to benefit from the cover provided. If the policy does not
meet your requirements or you do not meet the eligibility criteria you must obtain alternative cover before travelling.

DEMANDS AND NEEDS
This travel insurance policy will suit the demands and needs of an
individual, or group (where applicable) who are travelling to countries
included within the policy terms and who wish to insure themselves
against the unforeseen circumstances/events detailed within this
insurance policy. Subject to terms and conditions and maximum
specified sums insured.

IMPORTANT
This insurance policy will have been sold to you on a non-advised basis
and it is therefore up to you to read this insurance policy (paying
particular attention to the terms, conditions and exclusions) and ensure

that it meets all of your requirements. If upon reading this policy you
find it does not meet all of your requirements, please refer to the
Statutory cancellation rights section on page 2.

We summarise below the details of the insurance cover provided which
also includes Specialty Assistance Limited, 24-hour emergency service.
The following is a brief summary of the cover available. Full details of
cover and exclusions will be forwarded with your confirmation of
booking. In any event you may ask for a specimen copy of the policy
wording before booking should you wish to examine this in advance.

Coach Holiday Travel Insurance

Telephone: (01883)71363342

Section of cover                Maximum sum insured and/or benefit levels per insured person              Excesses per insured person

Cancellation                      • £3,500 Worldwide                                                                                          • £20 Loss of deposit only
                                          • £1,500 within the United Kingdom, Isle of Man,                                            • £70 cancellation for trips over 3 days 

Channel Islands and Europe                                                                                                                                                  
Travel delay                        • Delayed departure up to £60 (£20 for the first 12 hours delay                      • No excess for delayed departure
                                             then £10 for each subsequent 12 hours delay) or                                          • £60 for abandonment of trips over 3 days 
                                          • £3,500 Worldwide abandonment of trip (after 12 hours delay)                     
Missed departure               • £100 England, Scotland and Wales                                                                 No excess
                                          • £300 Northern Ireland, Isles of Man, Isles of Scilly,  
                                             Channel Islands and Europe                                                                            
                                          • £600 Worldwide                                                                                              
Personal accident               • Death £15,000 (£7,500 adults aged 66 years plus                                         No excess
                                             and £1,000 children under 16 years)                                                                                                                                   
                                          • Loss of limb(s) and / or eye(s) £15,000
                                          • Permanent total disablement £15,000 
                                             (No cover for children under 16 years)                                                          
Medical and other                £2,000,000 but subject to inner limits as follows:                                          • £60 except for curtailment of trips
expenses (including           • £350 emergency dental pain relief (for trips outside the United Kingdom)   up to 3 days 
curtailment and                 • £1,500 additional accommodation and travel/repatriation expenses 
and repatriation)                   if you are hospitalised or have to stay beyond your return date  
                                             (for trips solely within the United Kingdom)
                                          • £1,000 funeral expenses (for trips outside the United Kingdom)
                                          • £100 taxi fares and telephone calls necessarily incurred
                                          • £300 additional travelling expenses if you have to return home early 

for trips solely within the United Kingdom)                                                    
Hospital benefit                   £15 per day up to £450 (limited to £10 per day                                            No excess
                                             up to £100 within the United Kingdom)                                                        
Personal property              • £1,500 baggage (£200 single article limit and £200 in all for valuables)        £50 baggage and personal money
(including personal            • £100 delayed baggage                                                                                    No excess delayed baggage
money)                              • £200 personal money (£50 for children aged under 16 years)                       
Loss of passport and/or     • £200                                                                                                               No excess
visa expenses                        
Personal Liability                • £2,000,000                                                                                                     No excess
Legal costs and expenses   • £25,000                                                                                                          No excess
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         



DATES TOUR PREMIUM
10 – 12 March Shepton Mallet Antiques £16.90
24 – 28 March Springtime in Sidmouth £25.20
14 - 17 April Rutland & Beyond at Easter £21.25
11 – 16 May Isle of Man £38.70
19 – 22 May Lyon by Train £32.25
14 – 18 June Sidmouth, Cream of Devon £25.20
30 June – 14 July Wonders of Iceland Cruise:

Cabin price £1,999-£3,500 £83.80
Cabin price £3,501-£5,000 £97.40

Cruise cover extra Cabin price £1,999-£3,500 £92.00
(Please ask for details) Cabin price £3,501-£5,000 £106.95
5 – 11 August Killarney – Jaunting Cars & the Ring of Kerry £40.95
21 – 25 August North Devon Delights £25.20
10 – 14 September South Wales – Gower Peninsula £25.20
21 – 25 September Norfolk Treasures £25.20
29 Sept – 1 Oct Peterborough Antiques £16.90
4 – 10 October Three Castles & a Wee Dram £28.50
17 - 18 November Thursford Christmas Spectacular £10.30
4 – 8 December Turkey & Tinsel in Shropshire £25.20
15 – 18 December Three Countries Christmas Markets £32.25

Travel insurance excess waiver £8.75

All of the above premiums are inclusive of Insurance Premium Tax

   

Holiday Insurance Premiums
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HEALTH CONDITIONS
You must be able to comply with the following conditions to have
the full protection of your policy.
If you do not comply we may refuse to deal with any relevant claim
or reduce the amount of any relevant claim payment.
You are not required to declare your medical conditions. However
to be covered for any medical conditions you have or have had, you
must be able to answer YES to all of the questions 1. to 5. a) and b)
below:

1. You are not aware of any reason why the trip could be cancelled
or cut short.

2. You are not travelling (a) against the advice of a medical
practitioner (b) for the purpose of obtaining medical treatment
or (c) if you have been given a terminal prognosis

3. You are not receiving or awaiting treatment for any bodily injury,
illness or disease as a hospital day case or in-patient.

4. If you are on medication at the time of travel your medical
condition must be stable and well controlled. 

5. If you suffer from stress, anxiety, depression or any other mental
or nervous disorder, it must have been investigated and diagnosed
as such by either: (a) a registered mental health professional if you
are under the care of a Community Mental Health Team, or (b) a
consultant specialising in the relevant field  who has confirmed in
writing (at your cost) that you are fit enough to take this trip.
Sports or hazardous activities
If you intend to take part in any sports or hazardous activities not
included in your holiday itinerary please call the tour operator with
whom you have booked your trip. They will contact Towergate on
your behalf to confirm whether the policy can be extended to cover
your planned activity or activities. Additional terms and premium
may apply.
Significant or unusual limitations or what is not covered
1. The cover under this policy is only available to United Kingdom

residents for travel to and from the United Kingdom and
repatriation will be to the United Kingdom only.

2. Cover is only available for the whole duration of a booked trip to
a maximum 70 consecutive days, and cover cannot be purchased
once a trip has already begun.

3. The excess amount deductible from a claim applies to each and
every claim, per incident claimed for, under certain sections by
each insured person. 

4. If your money, valuables, any items of baggage, your passport or
visa are lost or stolen, you must notify the local Police within 24
hours of discovery or as soon as possible thereafter. Please make
sure you get a copy of the Police report. Failure to comply may
result in your claim being rejected or the amount of any relevant
claim reduced.

5. You are not covered for valuables, your passport or visa if left
unattended at any time (including in a vehicle, in checked in
luggage or while in the custody of a carrier, tour operator or
public transport operator) unless deposited in a hotel safe, safety
deposit box or left in your locked accommodation.

6. Stolen Property: You are not covered for baggage stolen from:
(a) an unattended coach/bus unless it was locked in the luggage
compartment of the coach/bus and evidence of force or violent
entry to the vehicle is available, or (b) the passenger compartment
of any unattended vehicle. 
Examples of these and other conditions and restrictions, plus what
to do if you are unsure about any aspect of the cover, are contained
within the policy wording. 
Skinners of Oxted is an Appointed Representative of ITC
Compliance Limited who are authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority (their firm reference is 313486) and
which is permitted to advise on and arrange general insurance
contracts.
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1. Does this Trading Charter Apply to My Booking? Yes, if you are booking a
“package” to which the Package Travel, Package Holidays and Package Tours
Regulations 1992 apply and which does not comprise a flight, but not otherwise. 
In brief, those Regulations apply to a booking of at least two of the following
components when sold or offered for sale at an inclusive price and when the
service covers a period of more than twenty-four hours or includes overnight
accommodation:-

• transport,
• accommodation,
• other tourist services not ancillary to transport or accommodation and
accounting for a significant proportion of the package.

2.  Why should I read this? Because it is very important. Our Trading Charter
forms a key part of our agreement with you because it not only comprises the
booking terms and conditions for the booking of your package, but also the
Consumer Guarantee (described below) from The Bonded Coach Holidays Group
(“BCH Group”), part of the Confederation of Passenger Transport UK, providing
protection for the money you pay to us for the booking should we go out of
business. Both the booking terms and conditions and the Consumer Guarantee,
together with the confirmation of booking we give you at the time we commit to
your booking for you, together make up the legally binding contract between you
as the lead name making the booking, anyone else in your party and us. 
When you make this booking as the lead name you undertake that you are 18 and
have the authority to accept, and do accept, on behalf of your party the terms of
this Trading Charter. This contract is made subject to the terms of this Trading
Charter, which are governed by English Law, and the non-exclusive jurisdiction of
the English Courts. However, if you are resident in Scotland or Northern Ireland,
you are able to choose the law and courts in your country, but if you wish to do so
we would ask you to request this before placing your booking. 
This Trading Charter and the Consumer Guarantee will not apply to any booking
involving any type of flight. Instead, if you are booking a holiday which includes a
flight, you will be supplied with the full booking conditions of the ATOL holder
arranging your holiday with whom you have a contract. Your booking agent will
have a copy or alternatively you can request one prior to booking your holiday
from. 
3. How and when do I make this contract with you?We welcome you making
contact with us in a number of ways. You can write to us, phone us or email us.
Whichever way you contact us, the contract is made when your booking is entered
on to our reservation system and we issue a confirmation of booking. We will send
you, or your booking agent the confirmation of your booking within 7 days. Please
check this confirmation very carefully to ensure all the information is correct and
tell us, or your agent, immediately of any errors. 
4. How is my money for the package I book protected? Your money is
protected by the Consumer Guarantee described below and provided to you by
the BCH Group.
This is possible because we subscribe to the Code of Conduct of the BCH Group,
which requires us to take out a bond from a financial entity in favour of the BCH
Group for it to use to provide protection for your package money in the unlikely
event that, for financial reasons, we can’t carry out our booking obligations to you. 
5. BCH Group Consumer Guarantee The Bonded Coach Holiday Group
guarantees to you that in the event of our failure through insolvency to provide
your package as booked, BCH Group will:
5.1 wherever possible, arrange for your package to be completed;
5.2 where failure occurs after your package has begun, arrange for you and

those in your party covered by the booking to be returned by an appropriate
means of transport to their UK area of departure;

5.3 if the package cannot be completed as booked, to reimburse your booking-
payments received by us, provided that BCH Group will first take in to
account and withhold an appropriate amount if any part of the service has
already been provided (including any substituted service) or you are entitled
to a refund from your credit card provider. 

In the event that you are to be reimbursed under the BCH Group consumer

guarantee, you will be asked to assign absolutely to BCH Group any right, claim or
cause of action which you may have arising out of or connected with the subject
matter and will be asked to assist BCH Group in any claim brought by them
connected with the subject matter.
6. Payments by Credit Card If you made payment for the booking of any services
using a credit card it is likely in many circumstances that you have recourse
against the credit card company in the event of services not being supplied in
whole or in part due to the supplier’s financial failure. In those circumstances, you
will be advised to check that you have exhausted your remedies against the credit
card company.
7. When do I need to pay for my package and how much?We reserve the right
to alter the prices of any of the packages that we advertise. At the time of booking
you will be told the current price of the package. You can book by paying a deposit
for each person named on the booking. You will be told at what point in time you
will become committed to a booking, but we are not committed to the booking
until such time as we provide you with our confirmation of booking. Our
commitment is always conditional upon any balance being paid before the dates
listed below. 
If you book within our balance due period you will need to pay the total package
cost at the time of your booking.
If you do not pay the outstanding balance for your package on or before the date
when it is due we may cancel your booking and you will be required to pay the
cancellation charges detailed below. The date of cancellation will normally be the
date on which we receive your written confirmation that you intend to cancel or
15 days after the balance due date, whichever comes first.  
Deposit £50 per person except for Wonders of Iceland Cruise, which is 15% of the
cost. Your balance is due 6 weeks prior to departure, except for Wonders of Iceland
Cruise, which is due 110 days prior
Where optional items are purchased as part of the package these are payable on
the balance due date except where items, such as theatre tickets, have been
specifically purchased for you. In this case the cost will be payable at a separate
date notified to you and will not normally be refundable unless we obtain a refund
from the supplier we use. 
8. If I use an agent who does my money belong to? Your agent will hold your
deposit on your behalf until we issue a confirmation of your booking, which
confirms there is a contract between us. The agent then holds this money on our
behalf. The agent holds the balance you pay on our behalf until the date the
balance is due. The agent will then forward to us. 
9. Can you change the price of my package after you have issued the booking

confirmation? Yes we can, but only in very limited circumstances and not
within 30 days of your departure. The price of your package can be varied due to
changes in:-

• Transportation costs such as fuel and/or fuel tax, ferry operator fares and tolls,
embarkation or disembarkation fees at terminals;
• Exchange rates applied to the particular package booked; or
• Dues and taxes including changes in VAT or any other Government imposed
charges.
In the case of any variation described above, an amount equivalent to 2% of the
price of your package, which excludes insurance premiums and any amendment
charges, will be absorbed. An administration fee of £1 per person will be paid by
you. If this means that you would have to pay an increase of more than 10% of
the price of your package before increase, you may cancel it and receive a full
refund of all monies paid, except for any amendment charges. We will consider an
appropriate refund of insurance premiums paid if you can show that you are
unable to transfer or reuse your policy. Should you decide to cancel for this reason,
you must exercise your right to do so within 14 days from the issue date printed
on your revised invoice. Alternatively, you can accept an offer of an alternative
comparable package of equivalent or superior quality, if available, or an alternative
package of lower quality, if available. You may then transfer payment made in
respect of the original package to the alternative package. If the cost of the
alternative package is less than the original package, the difference in price will be

Skinners of Oxted, 15 Barrow Green Road, Oxted, Surrey RH8 0NJ (partners SMN & DM Skinner)
OUR TRADING CHARTER WITH YOU
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refunded. We will also pay compensation as set out below. Please note that travel
arrangements are not always purchased in local currency and some apparent
changes have no impact on the price of your package due to contractual and other
protection in place.
We calculate the price of your package using the exchange rates quoted on
www.xe.com on 14/10/16 using the following currency: Euro 1.10162. 
10. Can I change my package arrangements? After we have issued our booking
confirmation we will do our best to accommodate any changes you may want to
make but we cannot guarantee to do so. Any changes must be notified to us in
writing and signed by the person who signed the booking form. If we are able to
make the changes an amendment fee of £25 will be payable plus the cost that we
incur in making the amendment. The costs of making a change increases the closer
to the departure date you want to make it. Some arrangements, like particular
types of tickets, cannot be changed without paying a cancellation charge of up to
100% of the cost of the ticket. 
11. Can I transfer my booking to someone else? You can transfer your booking
to someone else provided you give us reasonable notice. This person must be able
to satisfy all the conditions for the package and a change cannot normally be
made later than seven days prior to departure. We will make an administration
charge of £25 per booking for every transfer we make plus any reasonable
additional costs caused by the transfer. You will remain responsible for ensuring
that the package is paid for by the balance due date. This is in addition to (and
does not affect) the separate liability of the transferee to us. 
12. How can I cancel my package? You, or any member of your party, may cancel
at any time provided that the cancellation is made by the person in whose name
we issued the confirmation of booking and is communicated to us in writing via
the office at which you made your original booking. You will have to pay
cancellation charges set out in the scale below to cover our estimated loss
resulting from the cancellation. If you are insured against cancellation you may be
able to recover the charges from your insurers. Your cancellation will take effect
from the date when either the travel agent or we receive your written
confirmation of your cancellation. You must also return any tickets or vouchers
that you have received. A reduction in room occupancy may increase the charges
for the remaining passengers by the application of supplements for low occupancy
of rooms.
13. Scale of Cancellation Charges 

For all departures except Wonders of Iceland Cruise
Period before departure within 
which written cancellation of Amount of cancellation Charge
package price is received as a % of total package cost
More than  42 days Deposit only
28 – 41 days 30% or deposit, if greater
14 – 27 days 45%
7 – 13days 60%
0 – 6 days 100%
Departure day or later including voluntary Total package cost
termination during the package

For Wonders of Iceland Cruise
Period before departure within 
which written cancellation of Amount of cancellation Charge
package price is received as a % of total package cost
More than 112 days Deposit only
58 - 111 days 60%
43 – 57 days 75%
17 – 42 days 85%
0 – 16 days 100%

14. What happens if you change my package? The arrangements for your
package will usually have been made many months in advance. Sometimes
changes are unavoidable and we reserve the right to make them at any time. Most
of these changes are likely to be minor and we will do our best to keep you or
your booking agent informed.
If, after booking and before departure, we make a significant change to your

package you will have the option of withdrawing from the package without
penalty or alternatively you may transfer to another package without paying an
administration fee. In either case we will pay you compensation according to the
scale set out below. 
A significant change includes a change in departure time or return time of more
than 12 hours, a change of departure point, location of resort or type of hotel,
(excluding single overnight hotels on touring packages where the quality of the
hotel is comparable), a change of mode when crossing the Channel, or the
specification of the coach. 
If you withdraw from the package because we have made a significant change or if
we have to cancel your package for any reason other than non-payment by you
we will offer you the choice of:
• A comparable replacement package if available;
or:
• a replacement package of lower quality together with a refund of the price
difference;
or:
• a full refund of the money you have paid.
When we have notified you of the changes and options available, you must tell us
your decision as soon as possible and within any timescale we may set bearing in
mind the need to safeguard the booking arrangements of other customers.
15. Scale of Compensation 
We will pay you compensation for significant changes on the following scale: 
Period before departure in which significant
change is notified to you or your agent Amount per person
More than 42 days Nil
28 - 41 days £10
14 - 27 days £15
7 - 13 days £20
0 - 6 days £25
Payment of compensation according to the scale set out above will not affect your
statutory right to claim further compensation if, in all the circumstances, you
remain dissatisfied.
If, prior to departure, we make a significant change to your package arrangements
or cancel your package we will pay you compensation on the above scale unless:-
• the package is cancelled because the number of persons who agreed to take it is
less than the minimum number required, and you were informed of the
cancellation in writing or where the performance of our contractual obligations is
prevented or affected (for example but not limited to delay, cancellations, change
of itinerary, change of accommodation, change of transport) by “Force Majeure”. 
Force Majeure means an event which we or the supplier(s) of the service(s) in
question could not, even with all due care, foresee or avoid and is therefore an
event beyond our or the supplier’s reasonable control. These events include but
are not limited to strikes, riots, political/civil unrest, government acts, hostilities,
war, threat of war, terrorist activity or threat of terrorist activity, industrial
disputes, natural or nuclear disaster, fire, flood, tornadoes, hurricanes,
transportation problems, airport closures, and severe weather conditions. We
suggest that you take out adequate travel insurance to cover such eventualities. 
[In the unlikely event that the performance of our contractual obligations are
prevented or affected due to Force Majeure after departure, we regret we will be
unable to make any refunds (unless we obtain any from our suppliers)]
Advice from the Foreign Office to avoid or leave a particular country may
constitute Force Majeure. We will follow the advice given by the Foreign Office.
Payment of compensation according to the scale set out above will not affect your
statutory right to claim further compensation if, in all the circumstances, you
remain dissatisfied.
If, after departure, we need to make a change to a significant proportion of your
package we will do our best to make suitable alternative arrangements at no extra
cost to you. If it proves impossible to make suitable alternative arrangements, or if
you have reasonable grounds for refusing the alternative offered, we will arrange
transport back to your point of departure, or to an alternative location that we
agree to, Unless the change is as a result of unusual and unforeseeable
circumstances beyond our control (force majeure as described above), you will also
be entitled to compensation.
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16. What is the extent of our liability? Your package contract with us will be
performed or provided with reasonable skill and care. We accept responsibility if
you or customers named in the booking suffer death or personal injury, or the
contractual arrangements are not provided as promised as a result of the failure of
us or our agents or suppliers or the employees of each whilst acting in the course
of their employment unless the failure or improper performance is due to:-
• you, or
• any of the following:
o a third party unconnected with the provision of the travel arrangements, or
o unusual and unforeseeable circumstances beyond our control, the consequences
of which could not have been avoided even if all due care had been exercised, or

o an event which we or our suppliers, even with all due care, could not foresee or
forestall

provided that in these 3 events we would still endeavour to give prompt
assistance if you are in difficulty and, if you inform us that you don’t believe you
have received the contracted service, we will make prompt efforts to find
appropriate solutions. 
For claims which involve death or personal injury we do not impose any restriction
upon our liability to the extent that it arises from our negligence.
For all other claims which do not involve personal injury or death:
• the most we will have to pay if we are liable to you is twice the price you’ve paid
for your package (not including insurance premiums and amendment charges). 
• Our liability will also be limited in accordance with/or in line with all relevant
international conventions. ( note: rest of paragraph is deleted )
The above suppliers (such as accommodation or transport providers) have their
own booking conditions or conditions of carriage, and these conditions may limit
or remove the relevant transport provider's or other supplier's liability. You can get
copies of such conditions from our offices, or the offices of the relevant supplier.
We will pay you in accordance with these conditions which are incorporated into
the Trading Charter. 
If we make any payment to you or any member of your party for death or
personal injury or illness, you will be asked to assign to us or our insurers the rights
you may have to take action against the person or organisation responsible for
causing the death, personal injury or illness.
NB: this clause does not apply to any separate contracts that you may enter into
for excursions or activities during or outside of your package.
17. What do I need to do if I have to complain? If you have a complaint during
your package you should tell the driver/representative or supplier at the earliest
opportunity so that they can do their utmost to resolve the problem immediately.
If they are unable to resolve the problem to your satisfaction you should complete
a Holiday Report Form which is available from the driver/representative. You will
be given a copy of this report which you should keep. If, on your return from your
package, you remain dissatisfied you should write within 28 days to The Manager,
Skinners of Oxted, 15 Barrow Green Road, Oxted,. Surrey, RH8 0NJ
In your letter you will need to quote your booking reference number, holiday
number, departure date and the number of the Holiday Report Form which you
completed at the time.
If you do not tell us at the earliest opportunity about a problem giving rise to your
complaint we cannot take steps to investigate and rectify it at the time. We will
take into account the date you first drew the problem to the attention of our
driver/representative or supplier when responding to your complaint and it may
affect your rights under this Trading Charter if we have not been able to
investigate and remedy the situation at the time.  
The Confederation of Passenger Transport UK has an Alternative Disputes
Resolution scheme (ADR) and full details are available from them. This scheme
does not apply to claims that arise mainly in respect of physical injury or illness or
the consequences of any illness or injury. It can only be used if all avenues of
resolution have failed.
18. Our CoachesWe will always use our reasonable endeavours to provide a
coach to the specification as described in our brochure or advertisement but
reserve the right to substitute an alternative vehicle should unforeseen
circumstances arise. There is a seating plan of the coach for each package, but it is
possible that on occasions operational reasons will require a coach with a different
configuration to be used. We therefore reserve the right to alter a coach-seating

plan and allocate seats other than those you have booked. 
Requests for particular seats can be made on most packages when booking but
because allocations are made on a first come, first served basis you are
recommended to book early. When your booking is confirmed you will be offered
the best seats that are available at that time. If you know someone who may want
to book later but sit near you please discuss this with the booking clerk at the
time you make your booking.
Specific seats will not be allocated on coaches which operate on feeder services
between joining points and main package departure points or on coaches which
carry out transfers to and from seaports, airports etc.
19. Hotel Facilities Some hotel facilities, such as indoor or outdoor swimming
pools or leisure facilities may from time to time be withdrawn for routine
maintenance or be subject to seasonal availability. The provision of these facilities
is therefore not guaranteed.
20. Health & Safety during your package In some foreign countries, standards of
infrastructure, safety and hygiene may be lower than those to which we are
accustomed in the UK. You should therefore exercise greater care for your own
protection. Further information can be obtained from your GP or from your travel
agent who can provide you with the leaflet "Health Advice for Travellers" published
by the Department of Health. Some people may be at risk from discomfort or
deep vein thrombosis (DVT) if they remain immobile on a journey for a long
period of time. If you are planning to undertake a bus or coach journey of more
than 3 hours you should consult your doctor if you have ever had DVT or
pulmonary embolism, a family history of clotting conditions, cancer or treatment
for cancer, a stroke, heart or lung disease or if you have had major surgery in the
past 3 months. We reserve the right to refuse any booking in the absence of a
doctor's certificate confirming that you are fit to travel. During the journey we will
provide comfort stops as frequently as possible. During these stops you are
encouraged to get off the coach and walk around. Exercise reduces any discomfort
which may be caused by periods of immobility. During any journey you should
drink alcohol only in moderation as it leads to dehydration.
21. Passenger behaviourWe want all our customers to have a happy and carefree
holiday. But you must remember that you are responsible for your behaviour and
the effect it may have on others. If you or any member of your party is abusive or
disruptive or behaves in a way which, in our reasonable opinion, could cause
damage or injury to others or affect their enjoyment of their holiday, or which
could damage property, we have the right, after reasonable consideration, to
terminate your contract with us. If this happens we will have no further
obligations or liability to you. The coach driver/representative, ship's captain, or
authorised official of other means of transport is entitled to refuse you boarding if
in their reasonable opinion you are unacceptably under the influence of drink or
drugs or you are being violent or disruptive. If you are refused boarding on the
outward journey we will regard it as a cancellation by you and we will apply
cancellation charges according to the scale set out above. If the refusal is on the
return journey we have the right to terminate the contract and will have no
further obligations or liability to you.
22. No smoking policy Smoking is not permitted on our coaches, this includes E-
Cigarettes 
23. PetsWe do not allow pets to taken on our packages. Registered Assistance
Dogs will normally be accommodated on UK packages but not on overseas
packages. 
24. Pick up point, itineraries, travel documents and passport You are
responsible for ensuring that you are at the correct departure point, at the correct
time, with the correct documents and we cannot be held liable for any loss or
expense suffered by you or your party because of an incorrect passport or late
arrival at the departure point.
If you are a British citizen travelling outside the United Kingdom you must have a
full UK passport valid for a minimum of three months after your scheduled date of
return. Non-UK citizens must seek passport and visa advice from the relevant
consulates or embassies of the countries you plan to visit prior to making a
booking for one of our packages (and you are advised to check with the relevant
consulate or embassy to ensure you allow sufficient time before your departure to
apply for a visa). The name on the passport must match the name on the ticket. If
someone in your party changes name after the booking is made you must tell us
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immediately so that we can issue the ticket in the new name.  
When you have paid the balance we will send you or your booking agent all the
necessary labels so that you receive them in good time for your holiday. Certain
travel documents may have to be retained by us and your driver/courier will then
issue them to you at the relevant time. If you lose a travel document after it has
been issued to you we will require you to meet the direct cost charged by the
carrier/supplier for the issue of a duplicate or replacement.
Skinners of Oxted reserve the right to modify itineraries to conform with requests
from the competent authorities in the United Kingdom and any other sovereign
state through which the tour will operate. We recommend that you read the
British Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO) advice about your holiday at
www.fco.gov.uk.
Excursions which are included in the cost of your booking and are part of your
package are detailed on the relevant brochure page and refunds will not be made
for any excursion not taken. Optional excursions may be booked and paid for in
resort but these will not form part of your booking.
Admission fees to buildings, grounds etc. are not included in the price of the
package unless otherwise stated on the relevant brochure page.
25. What happens if I am delayed? Your travel insurance may cover you for some
delays. In addition where you are delayed for more than six hours in any one day
we will seek to minimise any discomfort and where possible, arrange for
refreshments and meals. 
26. Do I need to take out travel insurance?We strongly advise all our customers
to take out travel insurance to cover medical and repatriation costs, personal
injury, loss of baggage and cancellation charges. If you do not have adequate
insurance and require our assistance during your package, we reserve the right to
reclaim from you any medical repatriation or other expenses which we may incur
on your behalf which would otherwise have been met by insurers. 
27. What assistance will you give me if things go wrong when it is not your
fault? In addition to what has already been stated (and without affecting that), if
you, or any member of your party, suffer death, illness or injury whilst overseas
arising out of an activity which does not form part of your package travel
arrangements or an excursion arranged through us in the UK, we shall at our
discretion, offer advice, guidance and assistance. Where legal action is
contemplated and you want our assistance, you must obtain our written consent
prior to commencement of proceedings. Our consent will be given subject to you
undertaking to assign any costs, benefits received under any relevant insurance
policy to ourselves. We limit the cost of our assistance to you and any member of
your party to £5000 per party.
28. Passengers with disabilities We want to ensure the arrangements for your
package are suitable and appropriate. Not all the packages in this brochure may be
suitable for you and if we reasonably consider we cannot provide what is required,
we will not accept the booking. 
Should you or a member of your party have any medical condition or disability
that may affect your/their holiday or that of other passengers, you must provide
full written details to us at the time of booking so that we can advise you of the
suitability of the holiday. This applies whether the booking is made on-line, in
person, in writing, or by telephone. If a particular issue is identified, we reserve the
right to request a doctor’s certificate confirming that the passenger is fit for travel
and reserve the right to refuse any booking in the absence of such doctor’s
certificate being produced upon request. 
If a passenger requires personal assistance (for example, but not limited to,
assistance with feeding/dressing/toileting/mobilising) then this passenger must
travel with an able bodied companion/carer and written confirmation that such
assistance will be provided for the entirety of the holiday is required at the time of
booking. Coach drivers/tour managers are unable to offer such assistance.
Whilst we will make every reasonable adjustment to do so, if we are unable to
accommodate the needs of a passenger or believe that the medical condition or
disability of a passenger is likely to adversely affect other passengers, we reserve
the right to decline the booking. We also reserve the right to cancel any holiday
and impose cancellation charges if we are not fully advised of any relevant
disability or medical condition at the time the booking is made and subsequently
decide that we are unable to accommodate this passenger. This applies whether
we advise that we are unable to accommodate a passenger either before

departure or during the holiday and if this occurs during the holiday then we will
seek the additional costs of returning the passenger home.
We want you to enjoy your package and will try to help you select an appropriate
trip. If you need advice or further information either you or your booking agent
should contact The Tour Manager.
29. Special requests If you require a special diet please tell us before booking, or
as soon as you are medically advised, and send us a copy of the diet. We will notify
the hotel or hotels identified in your booking but please note that some hotels
may not have facilities to provide special diets and we cannot be held liable for
their failure to do so unless the hotel has confirmed in writing that a special diet
will be catered for. Where we think that a hotel is likely to be unable to cope with
a special diet, we will tell you prior to your booking confirmation being issued so
that you can exercise your right to cancel your package booking without charge.
Any extra costs incurred by you during your package must be paid to the hotel by
you prior to departure from the hotel.
You should also detail any other requests, for example, low floor rooms, particular
rooms or locations on the special requests section of the booking form. We will
pass your request to the relevant supplier but this does not necessarily mean that
your request will be fulfilled. If a request can be fulfilled you may incur an extra
charge payable either to us or direct to the hotel. Please note that requests cannot
be guaranteed unless we confirm on your booking confirmation that this is a
guaranteed requirement. 
30. Single Occupancy Single occupancy of rooms when available may be subject
to a supplementary charge and this will be shown on the brochure page. 
31. Entertainment Some of our hotels arrange additional entertainment. Where
this is part of the package details are given on the respective brochure page.
Where it is not specified it may still be available but is at the discretion of the
hotel and is not guaranteed. It may be withdrawn if there is a lack of demand or
for operational reasons.  
32. Data Protection Act In order to process your booking and to ensure that your
travel arrangements run smoothly and meet your requirements we, and your
travel agent, need to use the information you provide such as name, address, any
special needs/dietary requirements etc.
We take full responsibility for ensuring that proper measures are in place to
protect your information. We must pass the information on to the relevant
suppliers of your travel arrangements such as hotels, transport companies etc. The
information may also be supplied to security or credit checking companies, public
authorities such as customs/immigration if required by them, or as required by
law.
Additionally, where your package is outside the European Economic Area (EEA),
controls on data protection in your destination may not be as strong as the legal
requirements in this country. We will not, however, pass information on to any
person not responsible for part of your travel arrangements. This applies to any
sensitive information that you give to us such as details of any disabilities or
dietary/religious requirements. If we cannot pass this information to the relevant
suppliers, whether in the EEA or not, we cannot provide your booking. In making
this booking, you consent to this information being passed on to the relevant
persons. Please note that where information is held by your travel agent, this is
subject to your agent's own data protection policy.
Your data controller is D Skinner. You are entitled to a copy of your information
held by us. If you would like to see this, please contact us.
We retain your full contact details and other information in secure files and
electronic storage facilities. We may use this information to contact you by mail,
telephone or electronic means. We will provide you with details of other goods
and services including those of selected third parties. If you do not wish to receive
the further information about products and services (from either ourselves or third
parties) please write to the data controller. 
33. Publication date and details This brochure was printed in the United
Kingdom by Skinners of Oxted, October 2016
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